• The GFP marks in Fig 1A do not correspond to the mitotracker marks in Fig 2B, which undermines the conclusions about the localization of mTERF22 protein (encoded by the At5g64950 gene-locus).
The authors acknowledge that horizontal irregularities are visible in the image at a high exposure. The first irregularity noted is the lighter background seen in the lower part of the gel (below arrow 1 in panel B and below arrow 3 in panel D). This corresponds to the background that the PVDF membrane was placed on for the imaging and does not affect the conclusions in any way.
The second irregularity noted is a horizontal white line in the CA2 blot in Fig 7B. This irregularity is not observed in the original blots or the original version of the figure. In a discussion with the PLOS ONE staff and a member of the PLOS ONE Editorial Board, the authors concluded that this line does not affect the conclusions and was likely an artefact during conversion between file types.
The In regard to the conclusions about the localization of mTERF22 protein (encoded by the At5g64950 gene-locus), the authors agree that, based on the GFP-data, the authors cannot confirm that mTERF22 is exclusively located within the mitochondria, particularly, as the GFP fusion construct contains only a portion (100 amino acids of the N-termini part) of mTERF22 protein. However, the authors would also like to note that in the original images (available now in Figshare), the GFP signals correspond to most of the mitotracker marks in Fig 2B, although the mito-marker produced weak intensities in this region (i.e., right side of the image). Taken together with the GFP-localization data in Fig 2, the in silico localization predictions (SUBA database), and the localization data shown in Babiychuk et al, 2011 (Supplementary Figures S1 and S2, DOI: 10.1073/pnas.1103442108), these results clearly support that mTERF22 resides within the mitochondria in Arabidopsis and tobacco plants.
In addition, the primary data underlying results in this article were not included with the published article although the Data Availability Statement for this article stated, "All relevant data are within the paper and its Supporting Information files." With this Correction, the authors provide the original raw data via Figshare at https://figshare.com/articles/PLOS-One_ Original_files/7207547.
